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Abstract
Objectives: Mental illness can cause disruption of sleep quality. This study aimed to evaluate the sleep quality of patients who were hospitalized, and to identify the factors that affect their sleep quality.
Methods: A cross-sectional design was used to conduct the research, which included the participation of 90 patients
who were hospitalized in the psychiatry service of a medicine faculty hospital in the central Anatolia region between
September 2011 and February 2012. The sleep quality of the patients was assessed using the Pittsburgh Sleep Quality
Index (PSQI). Data were analyzed using the IBM SPSS (version 20.0) Statistical Package Program, with which Mann-Whitney U test and Kruskal-Wallis analyses were conducted, as well as structural equation modeling (SEM).
Results: The patients’ total mean score on the Pittsburgh Sleep Quality Index was 8.1±4.6 (min: 1.0; max: 18.0), and
67.8% (n=61) of the patients had poor sleep quality. The SEM indicated that 43% of the total variance in the sleep
quality of the psychiatry patients was explained by previous presence of sleep problems, 22% was explained by being
female, and 31% was explained by having a diagnosis related to anxiety. This diagnosis was related to bipolar diseases
in 19%, to schizophrenia in 18%, to depression in 17%, and to personality disorders in 16% of the patients.
Conclusion: While being diagnosed with anxiety had the greatest aggravating impact on sleep quality, sleep quality
most affected the frequency of sleep medication use. It is suggested that order to treat the sleep problems related to
each different psychiatric diagnosis, further detailed research is needed.
Keywords: Psychiatry patients; sleep disorder; sleep quality.

What is known about this issue?
The frequent sleep disorders experienced by patients with psychiatric disorders not only increase the recurrence process of the disease but also
affect the treatment process of patients.
What does this article add to the known facts?
• In the present study, it was found that seven of every ten psychiatric
patients had poor sleep quality, and that sleep quality varied according
to psychiatric diagnoses.
What is its contribution to the practice?
• These findings, as well as others from the study, point to the need of developing unique approaches / interventions that are specific to psychiatric diagnoses in order to improve the poor sleep quality of psychiatric
patients.

S

leep is a physiological process that involves a period of
unconsciousness that transitions into a return to consciousness by internal and external stimuli. Sleep consists
of two main periods, one being the active sleep period,
called REM (Rapid Eye Movement) sleep, during which the
body gets relaxed and rapid eye movements and rapid brain
waves are observed. When a person first falls asleep, they
start out with REM sleep. During the nonREM period, slow
eye movements are observed. By completing the full cycle
of the REM and NONREM process of sleep, a person awakes
in a vigorous and energetic state, whereby they are able to
maintain mental activities (e.g., learning) at the optimum
level. The sleep – vigilance cycle in adults is 7–8 hours on
average.[1–3]
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Sleep quality is explained as the efficiency of sleep, and it consists of the components of subjective sleep quality, sleep delay,
sleep duration, habitual sleep activity, sleep disorders, usage
of opiates and daytime dysfunction.[4] Individuals for whom
mental activities such as learning and memory are important
should especially have good quality sleep.[5] Bad sleep quality
affects the physical condition[2,6] working performance[7,8] life
quality[9,10] and emotional structure[10,11] of patients in a negative way.[1,3,12]
One of the factors that negatively affects sleep quality is the
existence of a psychiatric illness, such as anxiety or depression.[13] Patients that suffer from sleeplessness are likely to experience a recurrence of psychiatric disorders.[14] Studies have
shown that individuals who sleep less than seven hours a day
and have poor sleep quality have an increased level of depressive symptoms.[15] Furthermore, in studies investigating the
effects of anxiety and depression on sleep quality, it has been
reported that anxiety and depression alter sleep stages, which
can result in prolongation of sleep time, decrease in REM latency,[16,17] frequent waking from sleep because of nightmares
during the REM period due to anxiety and depression, and difficulty in falling back to sleep.[18] Thus, anxiety, depression and
personality disorders have been observed to affect all subcomponents related to sleep quality, including sleep delay,
sleep duration, sleep depth, and habitual sleep activity.[3,16] It
has been reported that 60% of individuals suffering from anxiety and depression have sleeplessness problems,[3,19] and that
anxiety and depression cause “daytime sleep”, a type of sleep
disorder.[20] According to the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual
of Mental Disorders (DSM-IV) and the International Classification of Sleep Disorders Guidelines (ICSD), sleep problems are
considered as one of the six indicators of anxiety, depression,
and personality disorders. In particular, it has been shown that
sleep quality and anxiety, depression, and personality disorders are often interrelated, and that bad sleep could be a
predictive indicator of depression and personality disorders,
being either observed simultaneously with anxiety, depression and personality disorders, or developing after anxiety,
depression or personality disorders.[3,17,19]
Psychiatry patients that have a varying sleep quality are known
to experience many emotional, behavioral, sexual, economical,
academic and social problems depending on social and physical changes. Patients may experience changes in sleep patterns
and deterioration in sleep quality due to a new life style they
are not used to and new rules they face. Patients hospitalized
at psychiatry service were stated to have worse sleep quality
compared to the patients at other services.[21] Sleep quality
of psychiatry patients is important since it directly affects the
adaptation of the patients to the illness and their participation
to the treatment process. The provision and maintenance of
a therapeutic environment is one of the fundamental roles of
the psychiatric nurse. Psychiatric nurse, this role, provides the
structured environment for the provision of sleep patterns,
that is, not allowing patient to be in their sleep clothes during
daytime, not allowing them sleep during, sleeping at a certain
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time after dinner and getting up at a certain time, not taking
vitals at night except for the acute phase (substance abuse,
etc.), and monitoring the patients out of the door or on the
camera since the doors of the rooms are made of glass or there
are cameras in the rooms unless it is necessary to go next to
them; these procedures and applications help enable both
physical and psychological sleep patterns.[22–24]
This study aimed to find out frequency of bad sleep quality
of patients being hospitalized at a psychiatry clinic at Central
Anatolia Region, identify the relationship between the contributing factors and sleep quality, and to evaluate the effect
of bad sleep quality on psychiatric diagnoses.

Materials and Method
Research Design and Participants
A cross-sectional design was used for the research, which was
conducted with patients who were hospitalized at the psychiatry service of a medicine faculty hospital in the central
Anatolia region between September 2011 and February 2012.
The study group of the research included 90 (85.7%) of the
105 patients who were hospitalized in this service between
the stated dates. The study did not select a sample from out
of the population, but rather, the sample included all the patients who had a psychiatric diagnosis, had been staying at
the hospital for at least one week, and were able to answer
the questions on the data collection form. The patients who
had been at the hospital for less than one week and/or had
difficulty communicating due to being catatonic or suffering
from some other like condition were not included in the study.
Data Collection Tools
Data were collected using a patient information form and the
Pittsburgh Sleep Quality Index (PSQI).
Patient Information Form
The patient information form was developed by the researchers in the light of related literature.[3,5,10,21,25] The form
consists of questions related to specific sociodemographic
characteristics of the patients (gender, age, education level,
marital status, profession, income, number of children (if any),
and their habits/medical characteristics (existence of another
chronic diseases, medicines used, blood pressure, body-mass
index (BMI)), period of hospitalization, reason for being hospitalized, previous sleep problems (if any), presence or absence
of sleep problems after being hospitalized, identification of
the sleep problem, factors affecting sleep patterns (conversations between other patients, conversations between the
employees of the institution, and the habits of people in the
same room), psychiatric symptoms of the patient (hallucination, obsession, anxiety etc.), tests and interventions for diagnosis and treatment etc.), distress during sleep, problems
(sleep apnea, difficulty falling asleep, fear / shouting, etc.) detected by the spouse during sleep, and methods use to cope
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with sleep problems (warm shower, hot drink, listening to music, watching TV). The patients’ own responses to the items of
‘the income does not meet my expenses’ – ‘the income meets
my expenses’ – ‘the income is well above my expenses’ were
used to identify their income levels.
Pittsburgh Sleep Quality Index (PSQI)
The Pittsburgh Sleep Quality Index (PSQI), which is a self-report scale, was used for assessing sleep quality in this study.
The scale was developed by Buysse et al.[4] in 1989, and its
validity and reliability study for Turkey was conducted by
Ağargün et al.[26] in 1996. The Cronbach's alpha value of the
Turkish version of the scale was reported as 0.80, while for
this study it was calculated to be 0.84. The PSQI consists of
the following 7 components: subjective sleep quality, sleep
latency, sleep duration, habitual sleep activity, sleep disorder,
sleep medication use and daytime dysfunction. Although
PSQI consists of 24 items, its calculation is made on 19 items.
The index consists of both open-ended questions (such as,
“when did you regularly go to bed at night last month?”)
and multiple-choice questions (such as, “How was your sleep
quality over the last month? – very good ……… very bad).
Participants respond to each multiple-choice question with
a number ranging from 0 to 3. The total PSQI score, obtained
by adding the points on the items related to the seven components, varies between 0 and 21, with scores of above 5 indicating “bad sleep quality”, and scores of below 5 indicating
“good sleep quality”.
Data Collection
Prior to the study, administrative permission was obtained
from the relevant hospital and approval (approval no:
2011/153) was obtained from the ESOGÜ Faculty of Medicine
Ethics Committee. After informing the patients about the subject and purpose of the study, the researcher and each patient
filled out the questionnaire together. Each interview lasted
approximately 15-20 minutes.
Statistical Analysis
Mann Whitney U and Kruskal Wallis tests and the structural
equation model were used for statistical analysis of the data.
Structural equation modeling (SEM), which is used to detect
the structural relations (direct and indirect effects) between
observable and latent variables, is a strong statistical method
that involves the combination of various statistical techniques
including factor analysis (in terms of defining latent variables
on the basis of observed variables), canonical correlation (involving many dependent and independent variables), and
regression (variables); furthermore, the model includes the assessment errors and considers the assessments that have correlations between them.[27,28] In this study, the SEM was used
to determine the sleep quality of psychiatric patients and to
identify the effects that the variables determined to have sig-
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nificant relations between them according to binary analyses
had on patients’ sleep quality. Statistical significance was set
at p<0.05.

Results
The mean age of the patients who participated in the study
was 38.4±14.4 (min: 15.0; max: 71.0) years, and 52.2% (n=47)
were female. The total mean score on the PSQI was 8.1±4.6
(min: 1.0; max: 18.0), 67.8% (n=61) were found to have poor
sleep quality, 62.2% (n=56) had a daily sleep duration of more
than 7 hours, 14.4% (n=13) had a sleep duration of less than
5 hours a day, 23.3% (n=21) stated that they had been using
opiates three or more times a week, and finally, 41.1% (n=37)
were found to experience sleep disorders one or more times
a week. The distribution of the patients’ median scores on the
PSQI according to sociodemographic characteristics is presented in Table 1.
It was found that 31.1% (n=28) of the participants were diagnosed with schizophrenia, 18.9% (n=12) with bipolar, 27.8%
(n=25) with depression, 8.9% (n=8) with anxiety, 7.8% (n=7)
with personality disorder, and 5.6% (n=5) with disorders related to substance abuse. The patients who had another
chronic disease had significantly poor sleep quality (p=0.020).
Table 2 presents the distribution of the patients’ median scores
on the PSQI according to their medical characteristics.
Significantly poor sleep quality was observed in the patients
who had sleep problems before (p=0.000), who had sleep
problem after being hospitalized (p=0.010), who informed
the medical staff about his/her sleep problem (p=0.000), who
had psychiatric symptoms that deteriorated sleep pattern
(p=0.001), who wakes up with distress during sleep (p=0.002),
who was informed by his/her spouse or a close person about
being restless during sleep (p=0.002), who had difficulties
falling asleep (p=0.004), and who was informed by his/her
spouse or a close person about being frightened/shouting
during sleep (p=0.015). Table 3 presents the distribution of the
median scores of the patients according to variables related
to sleep.
SEM was used to identify the predictive relationships between
sleep quality and the variables that had significant relationships with sleep quality according to binary analysis (Figure
1). According to the SEM created in the study, each one of the
variables of being female, existence of sleep problem beforehand, and being diagnosed with schizophrenia, bipolar, depression, anxiety, and personality disorders had a significant
influence on the psychiatric patients’ sleep quality (p<0.05 for
each) (see Fig. 1 and Table 4).
Standardized coefficients were used to compare the effects
that were found to have significant differences between them.
According to the SEM, 43% of the variance in the poor sleep
quality of the psychiatric patients was affected by the presence of previous sleep problems and 22% by being female,
while 31% was affected by having a diagnosis related to anxi-
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Table 1. The distribution of the psychiatric patients’ mean PSQI scores by their sociodemographic characteristics
Sociodemographic variables

n

				

Pittsburgh Sleep Quality Index

Statistical analysis

Med. (Min.–Max.)

z / KW; p

Gender
Female
47
8.00 (1.00–18.00)
Male
43
6.00 (1.00–17.00)
Age group			
15 to 24
12
8.50 (1.00–17.00)
25 to 34
29
8.00 (1.00–17.00)
35 to 44
17
6.00 (1.00–15.00)
45 to 54
14
5.50 (1.00–18.00)
Older than 55
18
9.00 (2.00–18.00)
Education level			
Primary school or less education
39
7.00 (2.00–18.00)
Middle school or more education
51
8.00 (1.00–17.00)
Marital status			
Married
52
8.00 (1.00–18.00)
Single
38
6.50 (1.00–17.00)
Profession			
Civil servant
15
8.00 (1.00–15.00)
Laborer
13
5.00 (1.00–17.00)
Self-employed
32
7.50 (1.00–17.00)
Housewife
30
8.50 (1.00–18.00)
Income			
Income does not meet expenses
34
8.00 (1.00–17.00)
Income meets expenses
56
7.00 (1.00–18.00)
Children			
Yes
54
7.00 (1.00–18.00)
No
36
8.00 (1.00–17.00)
Number of children			
0
36
8.00 (1.00–17.00)
1
14
5.50 (1.00–15.00)
2
27
8.00 (1.00–18.00)
3 or more
13
10.00 (2.00–18.00)
Total
90
7.50 (1.00–18.00)

690.500; 0.010

3.950; 0.413

968.000; 0.829

859.000; 0.291

3.189; 0.363
886.500; 0.585

1.010; 0.754

3.697; 0.296

PSQI: Pittsburgh Sleep Quality Index; Med.: Median; Min.: Minimum; Max.: Maximum.

ety, 19% to bipolar, 18% to schizophrenia, 17% to depression
and 16% to personality disorders. Sleep quality explained 47%
of the variance in the frequency of using opiates, 44% of the
variance in the presence of sleep problems after hospitalization, 42% of the variance in expressing the sleep problem,
38% of the variance in the psychiatric symptoms that deteriorate the sleep pattern of the patient, 36% of the variance
in waking up in distress during sleep, 25% of the variance in
the presence of another chronic disease, 23% of the variance
in obesity, and 21% of the variance in the difficulty of falling
asleep. While having the diagnosis of anxiety (0.31) had the
greatest worsening impact on sleep quality, sleep quality had
the greatest effect on the frequency of sleeping medication
use (0.47) (Fig. 1 and Table 4).

Discussion
Several studies have reported that the incidence of poor sleep
quality in patients hospitalized in the psychiatric ward varies in
the range of 49.1% to 93.2% according to patient evaluations.
[14,26,29–33]
In another study, 78% of psychiatric patients were determined by their psychiatrists to have sleep problems, and
36% of these patients had moderate sleep problems, while
13% were severe.[34] In this study, the sleep quality of 67.8%
of the study group was found to be poor, and the total PSQI
mean score was 8.1, which indicated that the patients had
poor sleep quality. A number of other studies found the PSQI
mean score to be in the range of 7.1–9.1, which is consistent
with the present study.[29–31,35] The diversity seen in the results
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Table 2. The distribution of the psychiatric patients’ mean PSQI scores by their medical characteristics
Medical characteristics

n

				

Pittsburgh Sleep Quality Index

Statistical analysis

Med. (Min.–Max.)

z / KW; p

Psychiatric diagnosis 			
Schizophrenia
28
6.50 (1.00–18.00)
Bipolar disorder
17
6.00 (1.00–16.00)
Depression
25
8.00 (1.00–15.00)
Anxiety
8
11.50 (3.00–18.00)
Personality disorder
7
11.00 (6.00–17.00)
Substance-related disorders
5
5.00 (3.00–12.00)
Another chronic disease			
No
40
6.00 (1.00–18.00)
Yes
50
8.00 (2.00–18.00)
Use of more than one medication			
No
31
6.00 (2.00–18.00)
Yes
59
8.00 (1.00–18.00)
Use of sleep medication			
Never (0)
52
5.00 (1.00–16.00)
Less than once a week (1)
7
6.00 (4.00–18.00)
Once or twice a week (2)
10
8.00 (6.00–13.00)
Three times a week or more (3)
21
12.00 (6.00–18.00)
Intergroup comparison 		
(0–3) p=0.000
Systolic blood pressure			
≥130 mm/hg
10
8.50 (1.00–12.00)
110–129 mm/hg
66
8.00 (1.00–18.00)
≤109 mm/hg
14
5.50 (1.00–15.00)
Diastolic blood pressure			
≥85 mm/hg
6
7.00 (1.00–11.00)
75–84 mm/hg
21
7.00 (1.00–18.00)
≤74 mm/hg
63
8.00 (1.00–18.00)
Body mass index group			
Underweight (0)
3
5.00 (2.00–6.00)
Normal weight (1)
41
7.00 (1.00–17.00)
Overweight (2)
28
6.50 (1.00–18.00)
Obese (3)
18
9.00 (1.00–18.00)
Intergroup comparison		
(0-3) p=0.036; (2–3) p=0.017
Duration of hospitalization			
Less than 7 days
35
7.00 (1.00–18.00)
2 weeks
22
7.00 (1.00–14.00)
3 weeks or more
33
8.00 (1.00–17.00)
Previous hospitalizations			
Yes
69
8.00 (1.00–18.00)
No
21
6.00 (1.00–18.00)
Total
90
7.50 (1.00–18.00)

5.726; 0.334

1.295; 0.016

955.500; 0.727

18.353; 0.000

0.878; 0.645

1.302; 0.521

7.893; 0.048

0.475; 0.788

664.000; 0.563

PSQI: Pittsburgh Sleep Quality Index; Med.: Median; Min.: Minimum; Max.: Maximum.

of these studies could stem from the use of different diagnostic methods, the various populations and countries involved in
the studies, and the use of different research techniques.
Although women can maintain the nonREM phase of sleep
up to later ages more effectively, for men, the duration of this

phase rapidly decreases after 40 years of age, and thus men
are expected to have higher frequencies of poor sleep quality.
[36]
The present study found that women’s sleep quality was significantly worse than that of men’s, and according to the SEM,
being a woman was a variable that affected poor sleep qual-
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Table 3. The distribution of the psychiatric patients’ mean PSQI scores by sleep-related variables
Variables

n

				

Pittsburgh Sleep Quality Index

Statistical analysis

Med. (Min.–Max.)

z / KW; p

Prior sleep problems			
Yes
57
10.00 (1.00–18.00)
436.500; 0.000
No
33
5.00 (1.00–14.00)
Sleep problems after hospitalization
Yes
38
11.00 (3.00–18.00)
528.500; 0.000
No
52
6.00 (1.00–17.00)
Expressing the sleep problem				
Yes
46
10.50 (2.00–18.00)
575.000; 0.000
No
44
6.00 (1.00–14.00)
Factors that affect sleep patterns
- Conversations between other patients
Yes
14
8.00 (1.00–18.00)
494.500; 0.675
No
76
7.00 (1.00–18.00)
- Habits of people in the same room
Yes
13
8.00 (4.00–18.00)
439.000; 0.479
No
77
7.00 (1.00–18.00)
- Psychiatric symptoms
Yes
20
12.00 (3.00–18.00)
1.031; 0.001
No
70
6.00 (1.00–18.00)
- Waking up in distress during sleep			
Yes
41
12.00 (2.00–18.00)
1.574; 0.000
No
49
6.00 (1.00–15.00)
- Spouse’s or relatives’ stating that patient
was distressed during sleep
Yes
33
12.00 (2.00–18.00)
1.310; 0.002
No
57
6.00 (1.00–17.00)
- Difficulty falling asleep			
Yes
20
12.00 (2.00–18.00)
992.000; 0.004
No
70
6.00 (1.00–18.00)
- Spouse’s or relatives’ stating that patient
was afraid / shouting during sleep
Yes
12
13.50 (3.00–18.00)
671.500; 0.015
No
78
7.00 (1.00–17.00)
Coping methods			
- Hot drink				
Yes
16
9.50 (3.00–17.00)
533.000; 0.532
No
74
7.00 (1.00–18.00)
- Music			
Yes
19
8.00 (2.00–17.00)
533.500; 0.162
No
71
7.00 (1.00–18.00)
- TV			
Yes
19
11.00 (1.00–18.00)
588.500; 0.394
No
71
7.00 (1.00–17.00)
Total
90
7.50 (1.00–18.00)
PSQI: Pittsburgh Sleep Quality Index; Med.: Median; Min.: Minimum; Max.: Maximum.

ity. Similar results have been reported in various other studies.
[21,30,34]
However, there are studies indicating that men had worse

sleep qualities,[25,37] and others indicating that there was no difference between men and women in terms of sleep quality.[3,31]
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Obesity

e2

Another chronic disease

e3

Frequency of medication use

e4

Sleep problems after
hospitalization

e5

Expressing the sleep problem

e6

Difficulty falling asleep

e7

Psychiatric symptoms

e8

Waking up in distress
during sleep

e9

Bipolar disorder

Schizophrenia

Depression

.23
.25
.47
.44
.42
.21
.38
.36

.19
.18
Gender (female)

.17

e1

.22
.43

PSQI

Prior sleep problems

.31

.16

Anxiety

Personality disorders

.57

.30
.49 -.09

-.23
.36

.51

Fear/shouting during sleep

.55
Spouse’s or relatives’ stating that patient
was distressed during sleep

e10

x2/df = 2.66, RMSEA = 0.13, NFI = 0.44, CFI = 0.54, GFI = 0.76
Figure 1. Structural equation model defining the psychiatric patients’ sleep quality indicators.

As age increases, awake time at night and the risk of developing chronic diseases increase, and the deterioration of sleep
quality in individuals as they age is an expected situation.[38,39]
However, no significant relationship was found between age
and sleep quality in the present study. While there are studies reporting similar results,[21,31] there are also those reporting
that individuals who were 18 years old and above had worse

quality sleep.[34,38] It is likely that this study did not find a relationship between age and sleep quality because the participants had a psychiatric diagnosis and were being treated with
psychiatric drugs.
It is expected that the sleep quality of patients with a chronic
disease will be impaired, which in turn will impair sleep quality and negatively affect their lives. According to the results of

Table 4. Results of the measurement model defining the variables that affect the psychiatric patients’ sleep quality
Structural Equation Model (SEM)			
Gender (female)
--->
Depression
--->
Schizophrenia
--->
Fear/shouting during sleep
--->
				
Bipolar disorder
--->
Personality disorders
--->
Anxiety
--->
Prior sleep problems
--->
Spouse’s or relatives’ stating that
patient was distressed during sleep --->
Sleep quality
--->
Sleep quality
--->
Sleep quality
--->
Sleep quality
--->
Sleep quality
--->
Sleep quality
--->
Sleep quality
--->
Sleep quality
--->

Standardized β

S.H

t

p

Sleep quality
Sleep quality
Sleep quality
Spouse’s or relatives’ stating that
patient was distressed during sleep
Sleep quality
Sleep quality
Sleep quality
Sleep quality

0.222
0.175
0.183
0.548

0.805
0.898
0.868
0.108

2.848
2.240
2.343
7.380

0.004
0.025
0.019
<0.001

0.192
0.159
0.313
0.431

1.027
1,501
1,413
0.834

2.459
2.039
4.011
5.525

0.014
0.041
<0.001
<0.001

Waking up in distress during sleep
Obesity
Another chronic disease
Frequency of medication use
Sleep problems after hospitalization
Expressing the sleep problem
Difficulty falling asleep
Psychiatric symptoms
Waking up in distress during sleep

0.566
0.234
0.246
0.469
0.441
0.421
0.209
0.377
0.359

0.071
0.008
0.010
0.024
0.009
0.009
0.007
0.008
0.007

7.795
2.269
2.398
5.006
4.629
4.373
2.346
3.846
4.569

<0.001
0.023
0.016
<0.001
<0.001
<0.001
0.019
<0.001
<0.001
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SEM in the present study, the presence of a chronic disease
was a contributing factor to poor sleep quality. Deteriorating
sleep quality can result from many medical conditions, such
as diabetes-induced nocturia due to high glucose,[40] frequent
awakenings due to cardiac dyspnea,[41] and sleep interruptions due to edema formation from throat infections or allergic reactions and airway obstruction due to continuous nasal
drip,[42] sleep problems, such as decrease in pressure in respiratory passage obstructions, like adenoid, tonsil vegetation, and
collapsed pharynx, and snoring,[9,43] and finally, cancer-related
pains and the nightmares caused by medicines.[5,44] All of these
are included under the “Sleep Disorders Caused by Medical
Disorders” according to the DSM-5.[45] Similarly, the present
study found that the patients with medically diagnosed
chronic diseases had poor sleep quality at higher frequencies.
In one study it was reported that the total sleep duration of
the participating psychiatry patients varied from 2.5 hours to
12 hours.[32] Similarly, 62.2% (n=56) of the participants in the
present study had a daily sleeping duration of more than 7
hours whereas 14.4% (n=13) had a sleeping duration of less
than 5 hours a day. The average sleep time in a normal adult
is 7–8 hours.[1] The fact that the mean duration of sleep of the
psychiatric patients in the present study was below the mean
duration of sleep of normal adults could have contributed to
their poor sleep quality.
In this study, 42.2% of the patients used one or more sleep
medications per week, and the SEM also showed that the frequency of sleep medication use was a contributing factor to
poor sleep quality. Similarly, the study conducted by Niet et
al.[30] revealed that the 48.8% of the psychiatric patients used
opiates one or more times a week. Hence, it is not surprising
that patients using opiates would obtain lower scores on all
the subscales of the PSQI, namely, subjective sleep quality,
sleep latency, sleep duration, habitual sleep activity, sleep disorder, and daytime function disorder.[30]
Impulsivity, aggression, frightening dreams, increased movement, hallucinations and other psychiatric symptoms may
have an impact on the sleep quality of psychiatric patients
before, during or after hospitalization.[35,46,47] Results from the
present study showed that the sleep quality of the patients
who previously had sleep problems, had such problems after
hospitalization, reported to health personnel that they had
sleep problems, were cognitively impaired, awoke in a state of
distress during sleep, and whose spouses/relatives reported
them to be in distress during sleep were significantly worse.
Individuals whose minds are constantly working due to delusions, uneasiness, anxiety, and depression have been reported
to have trouble falling asleep.[25] In this study, the sleep quality
of the patients who had difficulty falling asleep was significantly worse. At the same time, according to the SEM, poor
sleep quality had an effect on the difficulty of falling asleep.
In the present study, results of the binary analyses showed
that having a bipolar diagnosis did not affect the sleep quality
of the patients. Similarly, Özkan et al.[29] also found no asso-
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ciation between bipolar disorder and PSQI scores. According
to the results of the SEM in the present study, having bipolar
diagnosis was a contributing variable to poor sleep quality. In
bipolar patients, impairment in sleep structure and sleep continuity, insufficiency in falling asleep, low total sleep time, and
lack of deep and resting sleep lead to poor sleep quality.[47,48]
Sleep quality along with anxiety and depression are states
that mutually affect each other. Having a high level of anxiety might cause a decrease in sleep quality, and vice versa,
low sleep quality might cause an increase in anxiety.[3,10,11,18,49]
In the present study, it was observed that having a diagnosis of depression contributed to poor sleep quality. However,
in the study conducted by Özkan et al.[29] no relationship was
found between depression and sleep quality. The study done
by Kaufmann et al.[34] showed that hospitalized patients and
patients experiencing mood disorders and substance dependence disorders had more sleep problems. Several studies
have reported that there was no association between panic
disorder and sleep quality.[3,31] Results from binary analyses
conducted in the present study also showed that having an
anxiety diagnosis did not affect the sleep quality of the patients, yet the results of the SEM indicated that having anxiety
was a contributing factor in poor sleep quality.
According to Kaufmann et al.,[34] schizophrenia patients experience less sleep problems compared to patients with other
psychiatric diagnoses. In the binary analyses of the present
study, it was found that having a diagnosis of schizophrenia
did not affect the sleep quality of the patients. Similarly, the
study conducted by Özkan et al.[31] also did not report any relationship between schizophrenia and sleep quality. The results of the SEM obtained in the present study also showed
that having a diagnosis of schizophrenia contributed to poor
sleep quality. Other studies have reported that lack of pattern
in sleep times, disruption in the order of sleep and vigilance,
and an extension in sleep latency impair sleep quality.[46,50]
Individuals with antisocial personality disorders have been reported to have difficulties in falling asleep, have short sleep
durations, low sleep activity, and impaired sleep in general.
[51]
In the present study, results from the binary analyses revealed that having a diagnosis of personality disorder had no
effect on the sleep quality of the patients, yet the results of
the SEM showed that having a diagnosis related to personality disorders did in fact contribute to poor sleep quality. In a
study by Kamphuis et al.,[29] antisocial personality disorder was
reported to contribute to poor sleep quality, affecting in 10
times more than other disorders.

Conclusion
In addressing sleep problems of psychiatric patients, it is necessary to first identify the risk factors that affect their sleep
quality, such as being female, having sleep problems prior to
and after being hospitalized, being in distress during sleep,
and having difficulty in falling asleep, before institutions plan
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and offer their service. Secondly, it is important to realize that
sleep quality is affected at different levels depending on the
psychiatric diagnosis. More detailed studies, such as case-control, cohort and experimental research, are needed to better
understand and address the disturbance of sleep structure
related to each psychiatric diagnosis. Furthermore, it is important that services be aimed at improving the sleep quality of
psychiatric patients (working in cooperation with sleep clinics,
monitoring the sleep quality of patients outside the hospital, in institutions like community mental health centers, giving sleep hygiene-related trainings to patients, etc.) and that
health personnel are well aware of these issues and given the
proper direction.
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